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Introduction
Saanich Recreation
With four recreation centres, the District offers an extensive range
of recreation, health and wellness programs, services, activities
and experiences for all ages and abilities. Saanich Recreation is not
just sports or fitness; their services support a high quality of life,
a healthy community, social well-being, and economic vibrancy.
Looking forward, the recreation, health and wellness programs,
services, activities and experiences offered by Saanich Recreation
will play an increasingly important role by helping to support the
aging population, reducing rates of chronic disease, decreasing social
isolation, improving mental wellness, and ensuring affordability and
access.
As the District strives for excellence in its provision of services, it is
essential to proactively plan for the future. This Market Analysis Study
looks at current and future issues and opportunities for recreation,
health and wellness in Saanich using quantitative participation
data, demographic projections, public and stakeholder input, best
practices and trends, facility assessments, and consideration of
service delivery models and strategies. Community participation
in engagement activities has played a critical role in understanding
current needs, as well as the community’s aspirations for the future.
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Saanich Recreation
supports the themes of
the Official Community
Plan themes of social
well-being, economic
vibrancy, and
environmental integrity,
as well as all six strategic
corporate themes healthy community and
service excellence, in
particular.
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The Challenge
Saanich Recreation has a tradition of excellent service and enjoys high
levels of satisfaction from the community, but it is in a dynamic and
challenging position that is strongly influenced by the regional context.
Saanich Recreation cannot coast on its past successes because it is faced
with ongoing risks to its sustainability.
Creative solutions, new approaches, and partnerships are needed to
continue to serve the community well and remain “a cut above”. At the
heart is ensuring community satisfaction because that leads to more
participation which results in more community benefits like improved
health, reduced social isolation, more community engagement, better
educational outcomes and local economic benefits. To continue to
be successful and bring the greatest benefits to the community, the
following are essential:
•
•
•

At the heart is
ensuring customer
satisfaction because
that will result in more
people participating,
which results in more
community benefits
and improvements in
social well-being

Adaptability in providing the right mix of programs, services,
acitivities and experiences as the community needs change;
Proactive maintenance and facility improvements to meet current
and future needs;
Prudent use of financial resources to ensure accessibility and
affordability while maintaining a strong cost recovery rate.

Figure 1. The Dynamics of Service Delivery

OFFERINGS

programs, services,
activities and
experiences
Customer
Satisfaction +
Community
Benefits

FINANCIAL
SUSTAINABILITY

revenues and costs

RESOURCES

staff, partnerships,
and facilities
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Project Purpose
This Market Analysis Study is intended to inform and guide the
District in charting its recreation, wellness and health programs,
activities, services and experiences. Through this project, the
District will enhance its readiness and ability to address the needs
and expectations of Saanich residents; ensure its offerings and
operations are appropriate, accessible, affordable, and sustainable;
and identify capital investment opportunities to ensure that District
recreation facilities infrastructure has the ability and potential to
accommodate and provide the services expected by the community.

Project Process
Initiated in spring 2018, this project includes five phases. This report
includes draft recommendations that represent the culmination of
analysis and public engagement of phases 1-3. Community feedback
on this report will be used to refine the recommendations and
establish priorities to guide the development of recreation, health
and wellness in Saanich over the next 10 years.

WE ARE HERE

Figure 2.Project Process Diagram

PHASE 2
JUNE / JULY 2018
Public engagement
PHASE 1
SPRING 2018
Project initiation

PHASE 4
FEB 2019
Community feedback
PHASE 3
FALL 2018
Draft report

PHASE 5
SPRING 2019
Final report
FINAL
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Report Structure
The report mirrors the project process by breaking down the
complex issues and opportunities into the following areas of analysis.
PEOPLE
How are the demographics of the community likely going to change
over the next 10 years and what are the implications for recreation
programs, services, and activities?
PROGRAMS, SERVICES AND ACTIVITIES
What programs, services, and activities are in demand from the
perspective of the public? How does this compare to the offerings
and participation numbers?
PLACE
Are the existing facilities equipped to meet the needs of Saanich
residents based on the existing and anticipated needs and demand
for programs, services, and activities? If not, what improvements
or new facilities are needed over the next 10 years and in the long
term?
PRICE AND PROMOTION
What improvements are needed in terms of service delivery and
financial considerations to ensure sustainability in the long term?
What is the potential for partnerships?
DRAFT RECOMMENDATIONS
The final section of this report outlines draft recommendations
for programs and serivces; facility redevelopment and new facility
development; service delivery and business model; partnership
opportunities; innovative initiatives; and smart management
practices.
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Comments in
response to “What
do you love about
Saanich Recreation”
“I feel blessed to
be able to access
3 fantastic facilities.
Clean, well staffed,
accessible. Thanks.”
“Wonderful staff knowledgeable;
friendly”
“Best pool right here.”
“Having the
community together
for something positive,
for growth”
“Affordable, clean,
friendly, variety”
“Kids programs, rec
online, active living
guide, b-day parties,
staff!”

Community Engagement
Extensive engagement with the public, stakeholders, and partners
has informed all aspects of the analysis and draft recommendations.
Throughout the report, input from the community is highlighted. A more
detailed summary of the community engagement results is provided in
the Engagement Summary Report.
ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES
Engagement activities were primarily conducted in spring and summer
2018 and involved a variety of activities to provide multiple opportunities
for residents and stakeholder organizations to provide input to the
Market Analysis.
Altogether, more than 550 members of the public provided input,
including people who participated in phone and online surveys and
people who provided more than 750 comments at an open house
and on interactive display panels posted at the District’s recreation
facilities and at special events. In addition, 39 stakeholder organizations
provided input, including sports and recreation clubs and organizations,
community support organizations, Island Health, School Districts 61 and
63, Camosun College and the University of Victoria.
ADDITIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
Another round of community engagement activities will be taking place
in February 2019 to gather feedback on the draft recommendations in
this report, including:
• Online Survey
• 2 Public Open Houses
• Interactive Displays
This feedback will inform the development of the final report and
recommendations. For more details, see the District’s website.
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PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES
• Open house- June 14, 2018 at Saanich Commonwealth
Place: 150 participants (estimated)
• Online survey- June 11-July 15: 106 respondents
• Statistically valid telephone survey with a margin of error
of +/-5.7% at the 95% confidence level: 300 respondents
• Interactive displays at recreation centres, golf course,
municipal hall, and three special events: June 19-July 15
FIRST NATIONS ENGAGEMENT
Interview on June 15, 2018 with:
• Social Development Youth Coordinator, Tsartlip First
Nation

Comments in response
to “What do you
love about Saanich
Recreation”
“Library, pool gym are
all connected into one
building”
“Waterfit, things for all
ages - smiles”
“The staff is warm &
friendly, they make
seniors feel welcome”
“There’s a rec ctr close
by, no matter where
you live. Good rates &
staff”

• Youth Wellness Coordinator, Tsawout First Nation

“Inclusive and
affordable”

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES

“Interesting classes”
“Great environment,
happy people”

• Group interviews: 15 stakeholder organizations in 7 group
interviews
• Individual interviews: 13 stakeholder organizations

“Family programs,
community dinners”

• Online questionnaire: 11 respondents
• Workshop- June 21, 2018: 8 participants, including
1 member of the public and 7 representatives of 5
stakeholder organizations
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People Perspective
The District of Saanich is the most populated
municipality on Vancouver Island, with a
population of 114,148, representing a third of
Greater Victoria (Statistics Canada, 2016). The
District of Saanich is expected to have an annual
growth rate between 0.45% and 0.61% over
the 20 year period 2016-2036, which means
a predicted population increase of 12-15,000
people by 2036.
On average, the population of Saanich is slightly
older than the BC average at 43.5 yrs compared
to 42.3 years. Populations of older adults will see
the largest change, with one in three residents
estimated to be over the age of 65 years in the
next decade. These dramatic differences will see

a 57% increase in 65-74 year olds and a 111%
increase in 75+ year olds (Futures, 2014).
On the opposite end of the age spectrum, youth
under 15 years in the CRD will see a significant
jump in the next 10 years, although little change
is expected in the 15-24 and 25-34 age categories
(Futures, 2014). It is estimated that over the
next decade the CRD will support an additional
10,000 children. By 2040, BC Stats predicts that
the 9.4% of the population will be under 15 years,
and 31.3% will be over 65 years within Greater
Victoria (Statistics Canada, 2016). This bookend
distribution of age categories will impact how the
District of Saanich will need to allocate services
when planning for the future.

Figure 3.Capital Regional District Population Projections 2016-2038 (Futures, 2014)
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Through the public and stakeholder engagement process, review
of trends and best practices, and analysis of current and future
demographics, the following overarching themes emerged:
• Affordability is on everyone’s mind; older adults are particularly
vulnerable, as they are more likely be living on a low income.
Additionally, a significant proportion of the homeless population
in the Greater Victoria area are children, youth, and young people
under 25.
• Families are more likely to have single parents or two parents
working, which creates time and financial pressure.

People experiencing
low income has almost
doubled in the last 10
years (Statistics Canada,
2016). Approximately
29% of older adults live
below the low income
line and ~14% of Saanich
population is below the
low income line.

• There is increasing awareness of the need to be more inclusive and
welcoming for everyone including Indigenous, LGBTQ2+, those with
diabilities, and new Canadians.
• Social isolation is a challenge for everyone, but in particular seniors
and newcomers.
• Rates of chronic disease are on the rise.
• Numbers of children and youth on the autism spectrum, with
anxiety or depression are rising.

2x

Doubling of
people
experiencing
low income
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The need for programs,
services, activities, and
facilities to serve older
adults is anticipated to
increase. There is an
expected 57% increase
in 65-74 year olds and a
111% increase in 75+ year
olds in the next decade.

community support
and health services

Older Adults
Among the most significant trends is the anticipated increase in
the population over 65 years of age over the next decade. This
will have impacts in all areas from the types of programs, services,
activities and experiences offered to the design of facilities to the
cost of services to potential partnerships. Because this shift is
happening across Canada and has been anticipated for a number
of years already, a lot of thought has already been put into this
area. Saanich itself has completed an Older Adults Strategy and
has relevant objectives and policies in the OCP and the Parks and
Recreation Master Plan.
Although the growing population of aging adults is the driving force
behind many of the strategies and opportunities that are being
identified, initiatives that improve inclusivity and provide better
experiences for older adults will benefit all ages and abilities.
Some key focus areas include:

Older Adults
are more
active than in
the past

Increase in
intergenerational
programming

“An innovative program for
seniors not bingo & bridge”
- comment made on
interactive display at Cedar
Hill Recreation Centre
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• Aim for universal accessibility in facilities and enable
continued active lifestyles for all ages and physical abilities.
Many facilities are technically accessible, but that doesn’t
mean access is easy, encouraging, supportive, or welcoming.
• Incorporate more health and wellness services and the
facilities to support them. Examples include rehabilitation,
physiotherapy, health monitoring services, and potentially
even clinic spaces.
• Incorporate more social and cultural programs, activities,
services and the facilities to support them. Examples include
more community festivals, social and special interest clubs
and meet-ups, arts and crafts programs and studio spaces,
performing arts programs and spaces, and a variety of
“general interest” programs which aren’t within the traditional
category of recreation.
• Incorporate more free or low cost food options, provide
community kitchens, and integrate food security and healthy
eating into a broad range of programs.
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Figure 4.Eight Areas of Health for Older Adults

EIGHT AREAS OF
HEALTH FOR
OLDER ADULTS
social
participation
civic
participation and
employment

transportation
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social inclusion

(WHO Global Age Friendly Cities Project)
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outdoor spaces
and buildings

communication
and information

community support
and health services

“Integrated program for
seniors, one stop shopping
exercise & social programs”
- comment made on
interactive display at
Gordon Head Recreation
Centre
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Children and Youth
The need for programs,
services and facilities to
serve youth is expected
to increase. An additional
10,000 children and youth
under 15 years of age are
anticipated in the CRD
over the next 10 years.
respect and
social inclusion

There is an expected increase in the number of children and youth
under 15 years of age. Meeting the needs of children and youth has
always been a strong focus of public recreation. This will continue to be
important in Saanich. Children’s programming should focus on physical
literacy, healthy living, arts and culture, and programs for a diverse range
of interests, while also continuing to offer recreational sports programs.
Youth programs will need to continue to evolve, and would ideally
developed in collaboration with youth in the community. The Saanich
Youth Strategy indicated a need to build programming and environments
that respond to the unique needs of youth and to reframe and expand
current youth spaces to engage a broader range of interests.
Families are increasingly challenged to make time for recreation, health
and wellness due to busy schedules, demanding work schedules, and an
increasing number of households with two working parents.
Some key focus areas include:

10,000+

Children in next
decade

“Many of the summer
camps are not full day
in the summer which
make them impossible for
working parents.”
- comment made at
Open House, June 14,
2018

• Continue and expand early childhood, school age, and youth
programs, activities, services, and the facilities to support them.
Among the most important are before and after school programs
and out-of-school/summer camps. Daycare spaces are also needed,
but would primarily be pursued through partnerships.
• There are more children and youth with special needs participating
in programs and activities, so increasing support to staff through
partnerships, training, and creative program planning is needed.
• Increase the number of drop-in programs and activities and
improve scheduling to accommodate those still in the work force,
especially those with families. Improvements should include
coordination of program schedules for different age groups and
more family-oriented drop-in programs in the evenings and
weekends.
• Increase intergenerational and family-oriented programs.
Grandparents may be taking on significant childcare roles, and
working parents may want activities for the whole family in the
limited leisure time they have available.
• Increasing food security programming by providing snack/lunch
options to ensure youth are receiving healthy foods in childcare
and youth recreation programming.
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60%

of youth
aged 5-17 are
overweight or
obese in Canada

1/3 are

reaching their
recommended
physical activity
levels

1/2

are engaged
in more screen
time than
recommended

“If you have a type of activity for
youth (i.e. kids 6 – 9, something
active and fun), offer the same
activity for every age group. I’m
17, there are tons of programs
for youth 12 & under that I’m
interested in, but nothing similar
for my age group. Looking at the
activity booklet makes me sad
and uninterested. I don’t have
anything interesting to me. Older
kids & adults like fun activities just
as much as children. Broaden the
horizons. Engage everyone.”
- comment made at Open House,
June 14, 2018
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Adults
Ensuring the recreation, health and wellness need of adults will be
essential to a strong, healthy community. There is often a drop off in
participation as people become parents, are faced with increasing
work and time pressures, and may be caregivers to aging family
members. Meeting the needs of adults is different than other age
categories because of the challenges of time constraints
In 2015, Canadian Community Health highlighted how mental
health issues are increasingly apparent for adults struggling with
stress, anxiety, and depression (CCHS, 2015). Currently there are
many recreation opportunities for adults but engagement has
highlighted a lack of health and wellness and social programming
offered. Social isolation or loneliness is common for adults. This
lack of community can lead to a breadth of other health problems.
Lack of time is a consistent barrier for adults. Many people are
not able to join long term teams or classes due to scheduling
conflicts. Ensuring that short term programs, workshops, drop in
activities and non-programmed recreation space is available can
help increase participation.
Some key focus areas include:
• Providing flexible opportunities such as short term programs,
workshops, drop in activities and non-programmed recreation
spaceas to help adults fit recreation, health and wellness into
their busy schedules.
• Providing more health and wellness services, as well as social
opportunities. This can include mental and physical wellness,
life skills, and social networking.
• Addressing the need for a more diverse array of recreation
and cultural activities that includes drop in and nonprogrammed activities for spontaneous recreation.
• Continuing to improve affordability. A third of older adults
in BC live below the poverty line. Cost is a consistent barrier,
especially for young adults, for participation. Engagement
highlighted how fees for drop-in activities were seen as high.

13
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Indigenous People
There are at least seven First Nations whose traditional territories
include Saanich. These are the Pauquachin, Tsawout, Tsartlip,
Tseycum, Malahat, Songhees and Esquimalt Nations. With 3.1%
of the District of Saanich identifying as Aboriginal, there is a lack
of services to support health and wellness, education or cultural
programming (AHIP, 2018).
In fall 2017, the District of Saanich began formal acknowledgement
of the traditional territories in all Council and Committee of
the Whole meetings. Further, Council laid the ground work to
initiate formal government to government relationships with the
seven First Nation governments. Staff were directed to create an
Interdepartmental Working Group and to create a staff report
outlining a thorough assessment of the June 2015 Truth and
Reconciliation’s Commission’s” 94 Calls to Action” report, and
identify potential initiatives for District to explore with neighbouring
First Nations governments.
Some key focus areas include:
• Developing and delivering programs to support families
and places for cultural learning, including language and
traditional knowledge, and ensure equitable access to District
services for Indigenous populations.

In October 2018 Council
supported the following actions
and activities be undertaken to
assist in creating a welcoming
and authentic environment for
Indigenous and non-Indigenous
people:

• Cultural Safety and Humility
Training for Staff and Council
• Continued building of formal
Government to Government
relationships
• Council Awareness and
Opportunities
• Website update
• Signage (welcome signage at
District of Saanich facilities).

• Increasing intergenerational and cultural programming and
diverse representation.
• Increasing outreach to the neighbouring First Nations whose
traditional territories are in Saanich is needed to understand
what programming and services would best serve their
communities.
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Partnerships will be an
essential part of meeting
the needs of vulnerable
populations due to the
need for specialized
knowledge and training,
as well to access to
diverse funding sources.
Strengthening the role
of recreation centres
as clearing houses for
information about other
community resources
could improve access
and awareness in the
community.

Newcomers
The annual rate of immigration has doubled since the 1980’s (Statistics
Canada, 2016) and the diversity of immigrants has increased as the
countries of origin have shifted from European to more Asian countries
of origin (Inter-Cultural Association, 2016), and this means that a higher
proportion of immigrants do not speak English as their first language.
In a study completed in 2016, 44.9% of newcomers say they have
“experienced a lot of difficulty” when moving to Greater Victoria (InterCultural Association, 2016). The same survey noted that, in addition
to settlement services, recreation helped the most in integration and
settlement. The District is positioned to help connect individuals and
organizations and offer services that meet the needs of newcomers.
Some key focus areas include:
• Non-programmed spaces are key for newcomers to be able to
socialize and meet other residents of Saanich. Social events, such
as dances or festivals, foster a sense of community and can help
build connections.
• Facilities and programs that meet the appropriate cultural needs
of residents, such as separated changing facilities, programs, or
multilingual signage, are needed to accommodate all users.
• Partnering with existing organizations like the Inter-Cultural
Association of Greater Victoria, Immigrant Welcome Centre,
Victoria Immigrant and Refugee Centre Society (VIRCS),
Newcomers Club, Saanich Women’s Active Newcomer’s (SWANS),
and the Welcome House Project will strengthen the District’s ability
to assist newcomers.

15
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LGBTQ2+
In 2015, the Saanich Council approved a LGBTQ2+ subcommittee for a
one year trial. The committee produced a report on needed diversity
within Saanich programming. Responses from the trial highlighted a
need for diversity in Saanich publications and photography, a need for
updated forms and privacy around gender in Saanich facilities, and a
statement in the Saanich Active Living Guide that recreation facilities
are inclusive and welcoming to transgender people.

“Diversify holidays observed,
celebrated. Include Pride,
Ramadan, etc.”
- comment made on
interactive display at
Saanich Commonwealth
Place

The District of Saanich offers programming for LGBTQ2+ youth and has
some universal/family change rooms, but more could be done to provide
opportunities to other age groups. It is also worth considering updates to
facility washrooms and change rooms, signage, policies, and marketing
materials.
Some key focus areas include:
• Continuing LGBTQ2+ youth programming.
• Developing LGBTQ2+ friendly social events, activitites and
programs for adults and familites to help reduce isolation.
• Diversifying Saanich marketing and messaging to encourage
inclusion and acceptance of all residents.
• Updating facilities to ensure people of all identities feel welcome.

DIVERSIFY REPRESENTATION
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Programs, Services,
Activities Perspective
The District of Saanich offers an extensive range
of recreation, health and wellness programs,
services, activities and experiences for all ages
and abilities. This section reviews the District’s
offerings in relation to the key issues identified by
the public, anticipated trends and best practices,
and actual data from the recreation centres
including registered program participation, point

of sale pass use (i.e. drop-in), and membership
pass use (i.e. pass scans).
Saanich offers registered programs and drop-in
activities at each of their four recreation centres.
The categories of programs, services and activities
are summarized in Figure 3.

Figure 5. Saanich Recreation Programs, Services and Activities Areas

AQUATICS
FITNESS
CLINICS
ICE SPORTS

HEALTH
AND
WELLNESS

RECREATION
DRY FLOOR

CHILDREN +
FAMILIES
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Registered Program Participation
Registered programs are those offered on a specific schedule and with
registration required to participate. In 2017, over 13,000 programs and
activities were offered and over 49,000 registrations were recorded.
Fitness and health had the most participants in 2017 (12,206) of which
86% were women. The second highest participation was in swimming
programs (12,154) which had a more even split between participation
by men and women (52% and 48%, respectively). Fitness/health and
swimming programs had approximately three times more participants
than the next most popular category of arts. Considering all the arts
programs together, including crafts, visual art, theatre, music, and
literary programs, these programs are very popular (4,736 participants
total).
Daycamps, including performing arts, crafts and visual art, general,
specialty, and sports camps, is fifth on the list in terms of program
participation with over 3,000 participants in 2017 (3,114).

Public Engagement
Findings:
The most popular activities
for adults are swimming,
walking, gym/fitness, biking,
fitness classes, cultural
activities, and running/
jogging. The most popular
activities for children are
swimming, soccer, gym
sports, and playing in
playgrounds.
Satisfaction with programs
is very high (at least 76%) in
all areas.

General interest programs had high participation numbers (4,784),
but due to the inconsistency in what is included in this category, it
primarily serves to highlight the wide range of programs offered, from
girls-only Pro-D day activities for youth to bridge for adults. There are
opportunities to clarify categories of registered programs and activities
to help improve tracking.
Overall, more women participate in registered programs than men.
Women are predominantly participating in fitness and health programs
and arts programs, making up 86% and 75% of participants, respectively.
Men most frequently participate in physical activities and sports, with
more participation than women in swimming, skating, sports, martial
arts, and racquet sports. This pattern is also seen in children and youth
camps where arts camps are dominated by girls and specialty and
sports camps are dominated by boys. Overall, participation in camps is
fairly evenly split between boys and girls, as is participation in general
daycamps.
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Comparison of how Saanich
residents used recreation
facilities in 2017
599,601 membership pass uses

Table 1. Registered Program Participation by Category

Program
Fitness & Health
Swimming
Skating

176,427 point of sale drop-ins

Sports

45,884 program registrations

Racquets

Martial Arts
Rehab
Total
Arts
Arts - Crafts & Visual
Arts - Dance
Arts - Theatre / Music / Literary
Arts - Theater, Music
Arts, Crafts & Music
Arts, Theater & Music

Total
Camp - Performing Arts
Arts Camp - Crafts & Visual
Daycamp - General
Daycamp - Specialty
Daycamp - Sports

Total Other Categories
General Interst
Education / Leadership
Special Events
Parent & Tot
Food
First Aid and Safety
Family & Special Events
Social
Preschools
Languages
Education

Total Other Categories
TOTAL - ALL CATEGORIES
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Total
12,206
12,154
4,276
2,862
1,016
726
152
33,392
110
1,747
1,876
880
79
42
2
4,736
101
450
806
1,757
835
3,949
4,784
400
379
365
271
269
153
117
83
76
61
6,958
49,035
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Registered Programs vs. Drop-In Participants
Most Saanich residents participate in recreation by dropping in to recreation
centres to use facilities or participate in programs and activities rather than
signing up for registered programs. This echoes comments from the public
that there is demand for more drop-in programs.
Adults make up the greatest proportion of drop-in and members pass use,
with seniors comprising the second most frequent users of membership
passes. Adults and children are the most frequent users of point of sale
drop-in passes.
Figure 6. Top 10 Point of Sale Drop-In
Activities
(All Facilities)
Total Point
of Sale
Drop-Ins - All Facilities
5,000

10,000

15,000

20,000

25,000

35,000

29,211

Adult Swim
Child Swim

21591

All Ages General Drop In

21,237
19,419

Adult Fitness/Weights

9,993

All Ages Swim
Child Kindergym

5901

Student Fitnss/Weights

5,881

Adult Racquets (NA)

5,835

Family Swim

5,835

Senior General Drop In

30,000

5,486
TOTAL
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Table 2. Number of Programs Offered by Age Category
Program
Early Childhood
Fitness & Health
8
Martial Arts
1
Racquets
2
Skating
271
Sports
29
Sw imming
1687
Rehab
TOTAL - Fitness and Sports
1998
Arts
8
Arts - Crafts & Visual
5
Arts - Dance
227
Arts - Theatre / Music / Literary
158
398
TOTAL - Arts
Camp - Performing Arts
Camp - Crafts & Visual
Daycamp-General
32
Daycamp-Specialty
Daycamp-Sports
2
34
TOTAL - Children/Youth Camps
General I nterest
87
Education/Leadership
Languages
Food
First Aid and Safety
Social
Preschools
89
Parent & Tot
166
Family & Special Ev ents
24
366
TOTAL - Other
# of Programs and Activities
2796

School Age
21
342
215
378
133
2430

Youth
22
9

3519
18
178
89
58
343

374

30
42
271

43
5
48

Adult/Seniors*
3405
96
222
72
143
417
115
4470
550
328
28
906

9
32
38
148
47
274

26

0

44
59

31
22

25

10
16

7
2

8

105
1339

10
78
226

44
71
67

29
236
2048

* Only Gordon Head Recreation Centreprogram data included a separate seniors category.
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Fitness and Sports
There is an extensive range of fitness programs offered ranging from
different types of fitness circuit-type programs to over 20 different
types of yoga. There are also over 20 different drop-in health and fitness
classes offered at all four recreation centres. Sports programs offered
include archery, basketball, indoor bicycle training, pickleball, triathlon
training, volleyball, and water polo. Drop-in sports include badminton,
basketball, table tennis, pickleball, ball hockey, volleyball, archery, and
netball.
The following are some of the key findings:
• There is increased demand for year-round access to activities,
programs and services.
• Participation is high in fitness and sports programs, drop-in
activities, and membership pass use, and yet there is still unmet
demand. This is a result of a number of factors including facility
limitations, demand for evening and weekend schedules, and
• Fitness and health had the most participants in 2017 (12,206) of
which 86% were women. In comparison, sports programs were
one of the only areas where participation by men was found to be
higher than participation by women.
• Specific facility demands include space for lacrosse and
other indoor dry floor sports and more gymnasium space to
accommodate a wide range of activities including basketball and
pickleball.
• The fitness centres are significantly smaller than those being built
today.

Public Engagement Input

• Program capacity is limited
by the facilities, particularly
in terms of the number and
availability of fitness and
sports opportunities.
• There is unmet demand
expressed by user
groups and the public for
dryfloor and gymnasium
sports including lacrosse,
basketball, volleyball, dropin sports, dryland crosstraining (such as for divers),
and indoor training for
baseball and softball. Other
potential dryfloor users
include wheelchair sports
(rugby/lacrosse/basketball),
roller derby, and indoor
soccer.
• 69% of access pass holders
primarily participate in
self-directed activities such
as weight room use or
lane swimming compared
to 31% who primarily
participate in drop-in fitness
or sports program
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Public Engagement Input:

• Stakeholder organizations
highlighted the opportunity
for integration of
complementary health
and wellness services at
recreation centres.
• Suggestions for health and
wellness programs made
during engagement include:
• meditation and
mindfulness classes,
• fitness programs for
people with health
issues such as people in
treatment for cancer,
• more programs
addressing anxiety and
trauma, health and
recreation combined
programs,
• health screening
programs,
• injury rehabilitation
programs,
• pre- and post-natal
programs,
• respite programs for
caregivers, and
• healthy eating and
weight management
classes.
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Health and Wellness
Integration of health and wellness initiatives with recreation and parks
services is a trend that has been building over the past decade. It is
largely driven by increased rates of obesity, diabetes, and other chronic
diseases in both adults and children, as well as in response to the needs
of the aging population. The approach to health and wellness has also
expanded from a primary focus on physical health to a more holistic view
that recognizes the importance of social and mental wellbeing, as well
as the knowledge and skills for healthy living.
Saanich Recreation currently offers health and wellness programs such
as physiotherapy, massage, personal training, and kinesiology through
health partnerships at three of its facilities. There are also programs to
help people recover from injuries or health issues, or to learn new skills
for healthy living.
The following are some of the key findings:
• This is an area of growing demand. There is potential to expand the
range of health and wellness services and to engage more partners
to provide health and mental wellness programs and services.
• By providing health and wellness programs, services and activities
at its facilities, Saanich Recreation reduces barriers to accessing
these services.
• The private sector and Island Health are key partners in this area.
There is potential for development and integration of initiatives,
facilities, and programs.
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Aquatics
Saanich Recreation offers aquatics at two faciliites: Saanich
Commonwealth Place and Gordon Head Recreation Centre. There
are high performance swimming, diving, water polo and synchronized
swimming teams/clubs at Saanich Commonwealth Place, and they
currently have priority for the use of the facility. As a result, Saanich
has a disproportionately high number of high performance athletes.
The public highly values the aquatic facilities and programs available at
the District’s two aquatic facilities. Waterfit, lap swimming, and leisure
swims are all very popular and appeal to a wide range of ages and
abilities. Swimming tops the list for registered program participation
for children as well as for point-of-sale drop-in participation overall.
The following are some of the key findings:
• The size and availability of the facilities is the main limitation
for offering more aquatics programs and services. At Saanich
Commonwealth Place, it is the booking of most of the aquatic
space for high performance sports groups. At Gordon Head, the
limitation is the size of the pool as well as the need for improved
accessibility features (i.e. shift from mechanical to built-in features).
• While there is demand for more access to aquatics, for some, the
smaller size of the pool at Gordon Head (6 lane, 25 m lap pool)
may be a desirable feature, as it provides a more community/local
atmosphere compared with the provincial and national attraction
of Saanich Commonwealth Place.

Public Engagement Input:

• The public highly values the
aquatic programs available
at the District’s two aquatic
facilities.
• Swimming was identified as
the most popular recreation
activity of adults and
children in Saanich in the
phone survey.
• There was some demand
more seniors’ aquatics
programs and more length
swimming availability.
• More time for public access
to the pool was also cited
in the Access Pass Survey
(conducted by the District
of Saanich in 2018).
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Public Engagement Input

• More ice is needed in
Saanich and in the Greater
Victoria area.
• Ice is in demand year-round
to accommdate activities
and programs such as
tournaments, camps, and
training that are in demand
in the off-season.
• Figure skating is in need
of more ice time and on a
consistent schedule.
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Ice Sports
Saanich has two arenas, both located at G.R.Pearkes Recreation Centre,
and offers a range of programs and activities, many of which are run by
volunteer organizations such as Saanich Minor Hockey. The arenas are
nearly at capacity and cannot meet current demand or accommodate
new groups or programs.
Saanich staff are connected with regional facilities and check in annually
on statistics such as cost, hours per player, and programmed ice time
vs. rentals. Saanich provides the same hours per player as other
municipalities, but provides less time to figure skating than others. There
is also unmet demand for Hockey 101 and other adult groups, as well
as figure skating. In addition, ice time for the general public has been
slowly reduced over time as demand from user groups has increased.
The following are some of the key findings:

• There is demand for
more intergenerational
opportunities like drop-in
hockey games.

• There is unmet demand for ice time from formal organizations, as
well as new groups and clubs who would like to provide programs.
There is also a need to improve access for the general public and
casual users.

• Lacrosse is currently the
main user of the arena
when it is converted to
dryfloor, although there
were other groups who
would likely use the facility
if it was available such as
ball hockey and summer
camps.

• There is unmet demand for dryfloor space, as there is only one
arena available for 6 weeks per year.
• Sports academies, such as Spectrum Academy, have seen
significant growth, putting pressure on facilities within the region.
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Arts and Culture
There is a wide range of arts and culture programs and activities offered
by Saanich Recreation including open (drop-in) art and ceramics studios,
visual arts programs, and sewing and crafts programs, dance, music and
theater. There are visual and performing arts programs for children and
youth, as well as daycamps.
Arts programs are primarily offered at Cedar Hill Recreation Centre. This
has benefits and drawbacks in that there may be efficiencies found in
having all the supplies in one place and not requiring duplication of
facilities; however, there may be overcrowding due to this being the
only facility with high quality spaces and supplies.
The following are some of the key findings:
• Arts and culture is an area of increasing demand that has multiple
benefits, particularly in terms of mental and social health, as
well as in creating opportunities for a broad range of community
members of all ages and abilities.
• Dance made the top five for both early childhood and adults. The
mix of arts and culture programs could be expanded to include
more performing arts (dance, theatre, music). This is also a great
way to incorporate more multicultural activities.
• Consolidation of most arts programs at Cedar Hill Recreation
Centre has multipurpose spaces could be enhanced to provide
flexible spaces suitable to accommodate more arts and culture
programs. Space for more drop-in arts programs would likely be
well-used.
• Theatres were not included in this analysis, but could be
considered in the context of future facility upgrades.
“Ceramics studio time is
very quickly sold out. It is an
excellent studio; it needs
expansion; one or more
new studios are required;
programme needs
expansion.”

Public Engagement Input

• Arts programs are in
demand and fill up fast,
including ceramic studio
time.
• There is interest in more
community art programs.
• 1 in 10 residents said they
participate in cultural
activities on a regular basis;
this was the sixth most
popular category for both
adults and children (Mustel
Group Market Research,
2018).
• While there was a high
rate of satisfaction with
visual and performing arts
programs and facilities cited
in the public survey (75%),
this category had the most
room for improvement
compared to other
categories.
• There are opportunities
for more multi-cultural
dance, music, and art
programs that incorporate
newcomers, especially
youth and older adults.

- comment made at Open
House, June 14, 2018
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Public Engagement Input

• There was interest in more
social and communitybuilding programs and
meet-ups for people with
common interests.
• The importance of food and
food-related programming
was highlighted (community
dinners, cooking classes,
meal planning and nutrition,
etc.).
• There were suggestions
from the public for more
multi-cultural programming.
Free community events
are extremely popular,
particularly with
newcomers.

Other Program Areas
Saanich Recreation offers a number of other types of programs that
fall into the “general interest” category. Programs in this category
include language programs, cooking and nutrition, first aid, parent +
tot programs, leadership, and other educational programs and activites.
Special events are also captured under this umbrella. Events are very
popular and attract community members from a wide range of ages,
culture, and abilities. They help create social connections, increase a
sense of belonging, and build community pride.
Key Findings
• Language classes are limited to Mandarin for school age children
and French, Spanish, and English conversation for adults. This could
be an area for expansion, particularly conversation groups that can
connect new Canadians to other community members.
• There are limited first aid programs due to limited space and
instructors, but these are important not only for staff, but for
community members.
• Education and leadership programs are one of the top five areas of
participation by youth. As youth may drop out of physical activities
and sports as they reach teen years, offering different types of
activities is essential to keeping them engaged.
• Community events are expected to continue to be very popular
because of the low cost, intergenerational appeal, and low
commitment needed to participate.
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Place Perspective
The District of Saanich owns and operates four recreation centres: Cedar
Hill Recreation Centre, Gordon Head Recreation Centre, G.R. Pearkes
Recreation Centre, and Saanich Commonwealth Place (SCP). Facility
amenities include fitness centres at all four locations, two aquatic
centres, three gymnasiums, a field house, and two ice areas, as well as
numerous multipurpose rooms and specific spaces for dance, arts, and
early childhood programs.
Overall, there is 27,816 m2 of recreation facility space owned and
operated by the District. This is supplemented by other program spaces
at schools, partner organizations, and outdoor locations.
Saanich facilities are well maintained and popular. They were originally
built between 1968 (G.R.Pearkes Recreation Centre) and 1993 (Saanich
Commonwealth Place) and have been expanded and upgraded to meet
growing demand over time.

Regional Context
Half of Saanich residents
use regional facilities,
with the most popular
being Oak Bay Recreation
Centre, Crystal Pool, and
the YMCA. (Community
Phone Survey 2018)

The District of Saanich and the City of Victoria are the two largest
municipalities within the CRD and own and operate their own recreation
facilities. Many of the smaller municipalities in the region share facilities
and costs. There are also some non-governmental recreation facility
options available throughout the CRD as well, including the YMCA and
the Pacific Institute for Sports Excellence.
Municipalities in the CRD coordinate on an number of initiatives,
including offering a regional access pass and the L.I.F.E. financial
assistance program. There is a competitive aspect to the regional
context because of the close proximity of so many public and private
recreational facilities. In order to be successful, there must be ongoing
monitoring of regional plans for facilities, offerings, and fees.

Table 3. Overview of District of Saanich Facility Offerings

Facility
Cedar Hill
Gordon Head
G.R. Pearkes

Total
Facility
Area
(m2)
5,800
3,390
10,750

Multipurpose
room area
(m2 )
596
739
1011

SCP

7,876

528
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Types of programs area currently provided
Fitness

Dance
Room

Youth
Centre

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

Gymnasium/
Fieldhouse

Racquet
Courts

Arts
Studio

X

X

X

Ice
Rink

Pool

X
X
X

X
X

Early
Childhood1

X
X
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Figure 7. Map of Regional Recreation Facilities
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Key Findings
Public Engagement Input

• Satisfaction with facilities
is high based on the
community phone survey
(Mustel Market Reserach,
2018).
• Most used facilities are
aquatic centres, fitness
centres, and ice arenas.
• Facilities cited as being at
capacity included pools, ice
arenas, dry floor facilities,
and multipurpose spaces.
Facility capacity is potentially
hindering program
expansion.
• The facilities have highest
demand during evening
hours. This may be resulting
in the perception of lack of
capacity (see facility utility
rates earlier in this section).

Facility assessments were completed by Carscadden Stokes
McDonald Architects in 2018. The key findings from the
assessments are captured below.
• There is potential for more expansion and upgrading of
existing facilities, but there is a question moving forward
of whether this approach will be effective for all four
recreation centres and desired amenities. A different
strategy might be needed to meet future needs, such as
partnering with others on new facilities.
• The key amenities that need expansion are the fitness
centres at all the facilities (weight rooms and cardio
machine areas), along with adding more adjacent spaces
for stretching, independent mat exercises, and areas for
physiotherapy and rehabilitation services.
• The Bert Richman Building and Wellness Annex at Gordon
Head Recreation Centre are reaching the end of their useful
life and will need significant renovation or replacement in
the short term (i.e. within the next 5 years).
• The Gordon Head Recreation Centre site would also benefit
from an overall site master plan incorporating future
opportunities for indoor and outdoor spaces and joint
facilities with the adjacent Lambrick Park Secondary School.
• The Cedar Hill Recreation Centre Auditorium could
accommodate more use if replaced with a full-size
gymnasium. Adding more multi-purpose space and a
dedicated youth space at Cedar Hill would also improve the
facility inventory.
• Building from the success of the arts wing, Cedar Hill
could become a vibrant hub for excellence in visual and
performing arts for the community.
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Recreation Facility Trends
FLEXIBLE, MULTI-USE FACILITIES
There has been a clear shift from stand alone
to multi-use facilities and will continue. This
also includes a shift from separate youth and
seniors’ centres; these are now more commonly
integrated into multi-generational facilities.
(Source: BCRPA Strategic Plan for the Parks,
Recreation and Culture Sector in BC, 2008).
Recreation facilities need to be flexible and
adaptable, and there should be an expectation
that facilities will have to be modified over time
to meet changing needs.

CO-LOCATION OF COMMUNITY
AMENITIES WITH RECREATION CENTRES
There has been a trend towards including
community amenities and social spaces within
recreation centres to promote a community
aspect. Social connectivity can be supported
through meeting spaces, informal spaces, and
seating. Supporting social activities within
recreation centers can contribute to the overall
wellbeing of individuals as social interactions
can be as important for a healthy lifestyle as
traditional sport or active recreation.
Contemporary facilities are often finding partners
to provide community services “under one roof”.
Often community and recreation space can be
found alongside libraries, preschools, daycares
and wellness amenities. Similarly, recreation
centres are being located within proximity to
commercial and residential developments. The
co-location of recreation centres with community
amenities and residential developments not

only encourages participation of the community
in recreation programs by being a convenient
destination but also creates a neighbourhood hub
and place of business.

SHIFT TOWARDS MULTI-PURPOSE SPACES
Multi-purpose spaces have seen an increase
in popularity across recreation centres. The
benefit of multi-purpose rooms rather than
dedicated space allows for flexibility of use
and programming. By providing multi-purpose
space, recreation centres can support more and
a wider variety of programming ensuring spaces
are being used to their maximum potential.
Offering more multi-purpose spaces results in
higher participation and involvement from the
community.

CONNECTIONS TO OUTDOOR SPACES
The indoor spaces should not be the only
consideration when planning and designing
community recreation facilities. Connecting
indoor and outdoor spaces create numerous
opportunities for new programs, services,
activities and experiences. Examples include
community events that can spill outside to a
courtyard, adding community gardens space to
support food programs, including change rooms
or storage space for outdoor sports groups,
adjacent walking loops, indoor/outdoor aquatics
spaces, and playgrounds.
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Price + Promotion
Perspective
Service Delivery Model
Saanich is currently operating primarily as a direct provider in terms of
recreation facilities and an extensive range of programs. The range of
programs and services is extended even further through partnerships
with community organizations and other service providers.
Big moves with respect to operating models do not seem warranted
at this time. We heard rather emphatically that the community likes
the way the system is governed now. Bringing forward a new operating
model that reduces direct provision is unlikely to be received favorably
by the community. However, as demand for expanded high quality
programs and facilities increases, focusing on strengthening existing
partnerships (especially School Board) and creating new partnerships
would certainly extend the reach of the current model and resources,
as would dedicated staff to coordinate volunteers.

Financial Overview
In the community
phone survey, a
majority of residents
suggested that the
preferred method
for paying for
improvements to
facilities and services is
through a combination
of taxes and user fees.
This is consistent with
the existing strategy of
the District.
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The District Parks and Recreation Division currently has revenues of
approximately $12 million and an annual tax subsidy of around $6
million (District of Saanich, 2018). Current budgetary challenge cited
in the Financial Plan 2018-2022 include declining revenues and shifting
demographics that are likely to result in higher level of subsidy needed
to serve the aging population. The proportion of the total operating fund
dedicated to Parks and Recreation in 2017 was approximately 13.5%.
This percentage was increased slightly to 13.6% in 2018.
The ongoing and increasing demands on a limited tax base will continue
to be a challenge with respect to provision of recreation services in
Saanich. This will necessitate continuing to foster a culture of continuous
improvement and striving for best/next practices. It will also mean that
the rationale and need for recreation services should be confirmed and
promoted at every opportunity so that the fundamental importance
of Saanich Recreation as a pillar of a healthy community is not only
understood, but finds form in Saanich’s strategic and financial plans.
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The financial plan for the Saanich Recreation Division outlines that the
management and operation of the District’s recreation assets is linked to
the overall mandate to support social well-being by ensuring residents
can connect with self, community, the District and the region. There
is not a policy in place to require cost recovery, but it is evident that
every effort is made to find opportunities for revenue and cost recovery
while also pursuing service excellence and meeting the diverse needs
of Saanich residents. Investment in Saanich recreation facilities yields
numerous benefits for individuals and the community as a whole.
Overall, Saanich recreation facilities have a strong cost recovery rate of
62%. However, budgetary challenges cited in the Financial Plan 20182022 include declining revenues and shifting demographics that are
likely require more financial support for the aging population. In the
community phone survey, a majority of residents suggested that the
preferred method for paying for improvements to facilities and services
is through a combination of taxes and user fees. This is consistent with
the existing strategy of the District.
Table 4. Cost Recovery by Facility (2017)
% cost recovery
Cedar Hill Recreation Centre

60%

Gordon Head Recreation Centre

57%

GR Pearkes Recreation Centre

58%

Sanich Commonwealth Place

63%

Cedar Hill Golf Course

93%

Price
Saanich offers a wide range of price points and product types, as well
as financial assistance programs for those living on a low-income.
Comparison with regional fees and product types confirmed that fees
for Saanich facilities are equal or slightly higher than those charged at
other facilities. There is not much room to increase fees at this time,
considering the regional context. Thirteen percent of the District of
Saanich residents live below the low income line.

$
Comparison with regional
fees and product types
confirmed that fees for
Saanich facilities are
equal or slightly higher
than those charged at
other facilities. There
is not much room to
increase fees at this time,
considering the regional
context.

The current seniors’ rate is 25% less than the adult rate, so as the
population shifts, this means a reduction in revenues. Older adults are
also more likely to be low income, so the L.I.F.E. financial assistance
program may get more applicants.
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Partnerships
As demographics and demand for recreation, health and wellness
programs, activities, services and experiences increase and shift, the
development of partnerships will be critical to maintaining and improving
the District’s ability to serve the community.
There are many opportunities to create or enhance mutually beneficial
partnerships with diverse organizations and institutions in terms of
programs, activities, services, experiences and facilities. By collaborating,
coordinating, and developing strong partnerships, the Saanich Recreation
Division will be able to improve in its areas of strength while leveraging
the knowledge, skills, and resources of others to expand the scope of
the benefits it brings to the community.
PRIORITIES HIGHLIGHTED BY
HEALTH SERVICE PROVIDERS:

• Continuation and expansion
of exercise and wellness
programs for everyone (i.e.
low barrier)
• Integration of social
supports and partners
within the area of health
and wellness programs
• Programs for youth
to address increased
depression and anxiety
(examples include exercise,
social activities, movement/
yoga, mindful meditation,
and programs that
empower youth leadership)
• Serving seniors through a
variety of means including
social programs, exercise,
and healthy eating
programs
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Key partnership areas include physical and mental health and wellness
services; serving those with special needs, diverse populations, and
Indigenous people; childcare and serving children and youth; and
development of new facilities.

ISLAND HEALTH

Island Health is a key strategic partner over the next 10 years. For Saanich
residents, Island Health (VIHA) offers a variety of programs and initiatives
aimed at improving health and wellbeing that align well with the Saanich
Recreation Division’s focus. There is an existing Health and Recreation
Partnership (HARP) that formed officially in 2017 and provides a forum
for collaborating and sharing of information on trends, gaps in services,
and how to maximize the effectiveness of grant funding.
Partnership opportunities could include anything from developing colocated facilities to providing rehabilitation programs to information
sharing and training. Co-location can lower barriers for people, bolster
awareness of the services offered, and create a culture of preventative
health.

ISLAND COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH

Island Community Mental Health is another strategic partner that has
significant overlap in focus in the area of wellness. Island Community
Mental Health has a variety of recreation and wellness programs for
different ages, abilities and mental health concerns including supported
employment and education programs, dementia support and respite,
and recovery focused day programs. The GROW program (Gateway
to Resources and Options for Wellness), provides services for adults
in physical activity, mindfulness and relaxation, cognitive behavioural
therapy, nutrition and healthy living, and life skills such as financial
literacy, public speaking, cooking and social interaction.
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SCHOOL DISTRICTS 61 AND 63

It is well known that there is a crisis in children’s
health in terms of increased incidence of
obesity, lack of outdoor play, lack of physical
activity, increased social isolation, and increased
depression and anxiety. Children are dropping out
of recreational activities at earlier and earlier ages,
and there are limited opportunities for children and
youth to get re-engaged later.
Partnership opportunities with the school districts
include offering recreation programs in schools,
after school programs, improving awareness of
recreation programs that are beyond just physical
activities and sports, and creating more leadership
and mentoring opportunities that give children and
youth something they have ownership of.
There is also potential for partnership in terms of
facilities. An example of an existing partnership is
that the Gordon Head Recreation Centre has access
to Lambrick Park Secondary School (SD#61) in the
evening hours.

SAANICH NEIGHBOURHOOD PLACE
SAANICH OCP RECREATION POLICIES:
Consult, at least annually, with School
Districts 61 and 63, and post-secondary
institutions, to coordinate infrastructure,
including the shared use of lands and
facilities for recreation and community
use.

“Work in partnership with existing groups don’t reinvent the wheel - use partners to
support programs”
- comment made at Open House, June
14, 2018

Saanich Neighbourhood Place (SNP) provides
family support programs, food security
programs and services, and childcare. They
currently have a part time licensed preschool at
the G.R.Pearkes Recreation Centre, but meeting
demand for affordable childcare has been one
of their biggest challenges. The main areas
for potential partnership are childcare, youth
services, food security and community kitchen
programs, and family support programs.

CAMOSUN COLLEGE

Saanich has been a good partner for student
internship programs and student-led
community support programs, but there is an
opportunity for more engagement through
student co-ops, in particular. The students
are a great resource, as they have training in
health, exercise as medicine, and education
disciplines that are directly related to Saanich
Recreation. Areas where Camosun is looking
to grow include serving the aging population,
adaptive sports, and increased inclusion of the
Indigenous population.
Camosun College rents space at Saanich
Commonwealth Place for courses. There is
potential for future development of shared
facilities.

University of Victoria

As the University of Victoria renews and
expands their on-campus recreation facilities,
there is potential for partnerships that provide
the Saanich community with expanded
opportunities and access to amenities such as
ice arenas, dry floor space, and artificial turf
fields. The Ian Stewart Complex, in particular, is
widely used by the broader community but is in
need of significant upgrades in the short term.
There is more potential to involve University of
Victoria students through cooperative learning,
internships, and other engagement.
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Draft
Recommendations
To chart out a future for Saanich Recreation that brings
community benefits and is sustainable will require effort on
a number of fronts. The recommendations in this section are
a synthesis of the extensive public engagement, quantitative
data analysis, and consideration of trends, best practices and
the regional context. These recommendations will also need
to be considered in the context of other plans, policies and
strategic objectives of the District of Saanich, such as the Official
Community Plan, Strategic Plans, Parks and Recreation Master
Plan, Older Adults Strategy, Youth Development Strategy, Early
Childhood Development Strategy, and the Strategic Facilities
Master Plan.

• Reduced social isolation

The following overarching strategic directions are of particular
importance:

• Strengthen inclusivity and
community cohesion

• Developing and expanding partnerships is essential
for meeting the increasing and changing needs of the
community for programs, activities, services, and facilities.
This is particularly important in the areas of childcare,
health, volunteers, and new facilities.

• Economic vibrancy through
employment, tourism, and
community promotion

• Alignment of Saanich Recreation with community health
and wellness and economic objectives is essential for a
sustainable and relevant future. Saanich Recreation needs
to actively support the aging population and show its direct
and indirect benefits to the economic vibrancy of the
community.
• Flexibility and adaptability is needed to provide the right
mix of programs, services and activities as the community’s
needs change. Maintaining a focus on achieving community
benefits should be a main driver of decision-making.
• Improved tracking of key metrics will help validate success,
identify areas where more focus is needed, and can support
decision-making at many levels.
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KEY COMMUNITY BENEFITS

• Improved physical health
• Improved mental health
• Improved emotional and social
well-being
• Enhanced community liveability

• Enhanced community arts and
culture
• Enhanced food security and
healthy eating
• Support for youth development
and leadership
• Enhanced affordability for all
• Enhanced services through
partnerships and collaboration
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Draft Recommendations Context
The following draft recommendations
are outlined under the broad topics of
programs, facilities, service delivery,
and price, but there are many areas of
connection and interdependence, as well
as areas where additional detailed studies
and strategies are needed. Collaboration
with partners will also affect how many of
these recommendations are implemented
and will necessitate flexibility and
adaptability.
It is important to note that priorities and
timelines have not been set yet. Feedback
from the public, stakeholders and staff
will help refine the recommendations
and determine the highest priorities.
The final report will include timelines
and additional information to support
implementation.

Other relevant District of Saanich plans
and policies that must be considered in
the prioritization and implementation of
the recommendations include:
• Official Community Plan
• Strategic Plans
• Parks and Recreation Master Plan
• Older Adults Strategy
• Youth Development Strategy
• Early Childhood Development Strategy
• Strategic Facilities Master Plan
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Draft Recommendations
Programs

MULTICULTURAL PROGRAMS

Expand opportunities for multicultural
programs and activities.

Multicultural programs and activities
have a minimal dedicated budget and is
primarily done on an opportunistic basis.
There are opportunities to more fully
integrate multiculturalism into the suite
of recreation programs, services, activities
and experiences through celebrations
and arts, as well as improve the sense
of welcome for newcomers and diverse
populations. There are also partnership
opportunities with non profits, churches,
and other community organizations
working with diverse populations.
Increased multiculturalism could include
conversation groups or meet-ups, themed
cooking or food programs, celebration of
a broader range of cultural holidays, and
including more diverse cultural aspects
into arts, dance, and music programs.
Additional engagement with community
organizations and partners is needed to
identify the best opportunities for the
Saanich community.

ENHANCE ACCESS FOR NEW CUSTOMERS

For high demand beginner programs that consistently have
waiting lists, consider limiting the number of times that people
can sign up so that access is equitable. With these limitations
comes the need to create an attractive "next step" alternative
for participants at roughly the same time and location, if
possible.

There is a need to balance consistent and convenient programs
for existing customers while also creating opportunities for new
people to participate. Creating attractive "next steps" means creating
continuity for customers in terms of instructors and relationships
with other participants. This could be through more drop-in times,
facilitation of more casual interest clubs, and developing programs
that serve multiple skill levels at the same time.

EXPAND INTERGENERATIONAL PROGRAMS

Expand opportunities for intergenerational programs and
activities, as well as coordination of opportunities for multiple
family members to participate in different programs at the
same time and same location.

As part of the overall shift from "recreation centres" to "community
centres", expand the range of programs that allow multiple ages
and abilities to participate together. Examples of these programs
include community festivals, family drop-ins, grandparent/grandchild
programs, and mentorships. Some programs traditionally offered
for adults (age 16+) could be opened to allow family members to
participate together.

ARTS PROGRAMS

Develop more opportunities for visual and performing arts programs and experiences at all facilities and focus
on Cedar Hill Recreation Centre as a community hub for excellence in arts-focused spaces, programs, and
services.

Numerous indicators will push demand for arts
programing even further over the next decade. Arts
programs are very popular and many book up quickly,
particularly at Cedar Hill Recreation Centre. This is
an area where Saanich could focus. Older adults are
downsizing to smaller spaces and many not have room
for crafts and hobbies anymore; arts are a great way
to incorporate multiculturalism and newcomers; arts
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are increasingly seen as valuable for stress relief, social
connections, and opportunites for building community
pride. There can also be economic tie-ins to tourism,
local artists, and festivals. Many municipalities are
developing "art in the parks" or other public art
programs. There is room to expand arts program
offerings to include more dance, theatre, and music, as
well as the already popular visual arts programs.
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EARLY CHILDHOOD AND SCHOOL AGE
CHILDREN
Focus on improving services that serve
young children and young families, including
implementation of strategies from the Early
Childhood Development Strategy. A more
detailed look specifically at programs and
services for school age children is warranted
to bridge the gap between the Early
Childhood Development Strategy and the
Youth Development Strategy.

There is a need for a look at childcare, early
childhood programs, preschool, school age
programs, and out of school care as a whole. It
was evident through engagement with the public,
stakeholders, staff, and partners that there is
unmet demand, but also a lack of clarity on how
best to meet the needs of the community. While
the Early Childhood Development Strategy was
an important step forward, there is a need for
further work to achieve some of the key strategies
and to embrace the leadership role in bringing
community organizations and regional partners
together. In particular, developing a strategy
for child care in cooperation with the child care
community is critical. A separate but related
issues is the need to support young families, new
Canadian families, the increasing prevalence of
children with special needs, and improve access
to recreation for whole families.

YOUTH DEVELOPMENT

Focus on improving programs, services, activities
and facilities related to youth, including integration
of strategies from the Youth Development Strategy.

Youth are one of the most vulnerable demographics and
also remain one of the most difficult demographics to
engage in recreation, health and wellness. Continuing
to focus on creating facilities that are welcoming to all
youth and finding creative ways to encourage youth to
participate is an ongoing challenge. Several key strategies
that emerged from the Youth Development Strategy and
in the development of this report should be integrated
into Saanich Recreation's approach including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Offer more affordable, accessible activities that are
youth friendly and respectful of diversity
Offer more risk related activities, challenging indoor
and outdoor activities
Expand opportunities for recreation to reduce stress
and anxiety
Build programming and environments that respond
to the unique needs and trends, including codevelopment of programs with youth
Keeping up with preferred communication methods
and engagement through social media
Partner with Island Health and school districts 61 and
63 to enhance youth recreation, health wellness

OLDER ADULT

Focus on improving programs, services, activities and facilities related to older adults, including integration
of strategies from the Older Adults Strategy.

Programs that serve older adults will be an important
focus over the next 10 years as the number of
older adults increases. Programming specifically for
older adults includes, but is not limited to, waterfit
and other aquatics programs, physiotherapy and
rehabilitation services, meet-ups and social activities,
gentle fitness and walking programs, arts and culture
programs, and pickleball. Improved services are

also needed to accommodate older adults including
improved and accessible communication; removing
barriers to participation such as transportation, cost,
and accessibility; increasing focus on the social and
community aspects of facilities and programs; and
enhancing partnerships with organziations who serve
older adults.
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Draft Recommendations
Facilities

GYMNASIUM SPACE

Add gymnasium space. There are
opportunities at Cedar Hill Recreation
Centre and Gordon Head Recreation
Centre, but other locations could be
considered. Consider a dividable
double gymnasium for at least one
location.

Gymnasiums are a fantastic
multifunctional facility that can be used
for numerous programs and activities
from pickleball to bootcamps to family
drop-ins to community festivals. They
also have the benefit of a relatively low
operating cost, especially compared to
the range of opportunities provided.
The two main opportunities are to
replace the existing auditorium at Cedar
Hill Recreation Centre and to add a
gymnasium at Gordon Head Recreation
Centres when it is renewed. In both
cases, consider a double gymnasium
to help accommodate summer camps
along side other programs.

GORDON HEAD RECREATION CENTRE

Conduct a feasibility study for replacement of Gordon
Head Recreation Centre as part of a new "community hub"
site master plan for Lambrick Park.

A feasibility study is needed to provide a cost benefit analysis
for the future of Gordon Head. There are numerous issues
and opportunities at this facility, so it may be more effective to
replace the facility instead of doing a substantial renovation, both
in terms of capital and operating costs, as well as community
benefits.
Gordon Head Recreation Centre has two spaces that are nearing
the end of their useful life - the Bert Richman Building and the
Wellness Annex. These are well-used spaces and their loss will
put additional strain on other existing facilities. In addition, there
are opportunities to implement other recommendations in this
report such as expanding aquatics, creating larger and more
welcoming public areas, providing space for childcare providers,
expanding the office and reception area, provide better indoor/
outdoor connections, integration with the park spaces, and
possibly adding an ice arena.
Additional notes: A master plan for Lambrick Park is already
planned for 2019.

ICE ARENAS AND SUPPORT AMENITIES

Upgrade the changerooms at G.R.Pearkes Recreation Centre, plan for the replacement of the Gold Arena
slab, and identify a location for at least 1 additional ice sheet in the community.

Ice utilization is at 80-100% at the two ice sheets at G.R.
Pearkes and facility limitations are hampering equitable
and adequate access for all. There are also anicillary
facility limitations such as no change rooms for women's
teams, no accessible change rooms, limited accessible
viewing areas, and anticipated upcoming life-cycle
replacement of the Gold Arena slab. Dedicated team
change rooms are located outside in modular units and
shipping containers.
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There is also unmet demand for dry-floor space.
Lacrosse, for example, has no space in Saanich that can
be used for its full season. The addition of a third ice
sheet should be considered at G.R. Pearkes or another
location. There could be benefits to considering another
location because of the potential to plan for 1 new arena
in the short term and an additional arena in the long
term (i.e. for a future total of 4 arenas). An additional
arena should provide more equitable access for dry-floor
users, ice users, and the general public.
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ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION

Prioritize support for active transportation infrastructure and amenities at recreation centres.

The recreation centre entrances are predominantly focused on private vehicle access and parking. A shift is
needed to create recreation centres that are more user-friendly for those using alternative transportation and
transit. Examples of improvements include providing adequate bike racks in convenient locations, covered
if possible; improving the safety of the pedestrian realm, particularly in navigating through parking lots; and
create, improve, and communicate linkages to bike routes and walking paths.

FITNESS CENTRES

Expand fitness centres - i.e. weight rooms and
associated spaces such as fitness program
rooms, stretching/mat areas, and equipment
storage.

Fitness centres (including weight rooms, fitness
class spaces, stretching areas, and associated
spaces) are in high demand and meet the needs
of the community by providing convenient, dropin opportunities for self-directed work-outs.
Three recreation facilities also provide space
for associated services such as physiotherapy,
rehabilitation, and personal training which are
important for keeping people healthy and active.
Expanding fitness facilities, adjacent areas for
classes and stretching, and associated services can
also provide increased revenues. Current trends
are toward fitness centres that are roughly twice
the size of the existing spaces.

OUTDOOR AMENITIES

Identify opportunities to add outdoor amenities
and activity areas at all recreation facilities.
Examples include play spaces, seating areas/
plazas, walking paths/loops, outdoor fitness
equipment, and event space.

There are untapped opportunities to enhance
the indoor recreation, health and wellness
components with complementary outdoor
spaces and amenities, especially considering the
health benefits of getting people outside. Having
washrooms and adjacent indoor spaces increases
the usability of outdoor spaces, as well. The
walking loop at Cedar Hill Golf Course that links
to the recreation centre is a great example of
complementary outdoor spaces. Cedar Hill staff
noted that the Activity/Multipurpose room would
benefit from a direct outdoor connection.
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Draft Recommendations
Facilities

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

Keep abreast of future urban
developments near G.R.Pearkes
Recreation Centre and how it may
impact community needs and demand
at that facility.

Redevelopment of the Silver City Theatres
Cinema or Tillicum Centre would mean
increased population at this location,
which would put additional pressure on
G.R. Pearkes Recreation Centre. Any plans
for densification should be accompanied
by additional recreation and community
facilities and resources.

AQUATICS

Continue to expand the opportunities at Saanich
Commonwealth Place for excellence in aquatics, as well
as aquatics at Gordon Head Recreation Centre.

The value of Saanich Commonwealth Place (SCP) to the
community should not be underestimated. SCP is the only
high performance pool on Vancouver Island and one of only
two in BC, and home to the National Swim program. When
combined with the strong community support for the facility
and programs, as well as the high participation in aquatics
by the general public, it is evident that the District should
continue to leverage this facility as a community asset and
part of the Saanich brand. This means continuing to improve
support amenities, technology, facility maintenance and
upgrades, and support for events and competitions.

OPERATING HOURS

Develop consistent hours of operation for all recreation
facilities and expand hours of operation for drop-in
spaces (i.e. fitness centres).

It is not clear how the current hours of operation were
established at each recreation centre, but simplifying would
provide clarity for the public, potentially improving use
of facilities during early morning and late evening hours.
Separate entrances for fitness centres and possibly other
spaces for self-directed, drop-in activities should also be
considered.

PARTNERSHIPS

Actively seek partners for future facility development.

Developing partnerships is essential to the future provision
of recreation, health and wellness facilities for the residents
of Saanich. Key facility partners include School Districts 61
and 63, Island Health, Camosun College, and University of
Victoria.
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CHILDCARE

Expand childcare spaces at
G.R.Pearkes, in cooperation with Saanich
Neighbourhood Place. Consider other
locations where childcare space could
be added in conjunction with Program
recommendation G.

Saanich Neighbourhood Place (SNP)
currently operates child care services at
G.R.Pearkes and has recognized the need
for additional affordable childcare spaces.
The Early Childhood Strategy highlights the
need to identify opportunities for increasing
the number of care spaces and supporting
community organizations that deliver
services and programming.

YOUTH SPACE

Consider the addition of a space for youth at
Cedar Hill Recreation Centre. This space could be
dedicated for youth during certain hours, but also
serve as an additional multipurpose space for arts
and culture programming.

Cedar Hill Recreation Centre is the only recreation
centre that does not have dedicated space for youth,
and the population of youth is anticipated to rise over
the next decade. A youth space could also provide
extra multipurpose space at certain times of day and
would enhance the ability of Cedar Hill to function as
an arts and culture hub for the community.

ACCESSIBILITY

Conduct accessibility audits at all recreation centres and set priorities for implementing upgrades and
modifications.

As most of the recreation facilities were built at least a decade ago and have been renovated and changed
over time, there are issues such as accessibility of the elevator at G.R. Pearkes and the challenges with lifts
at Gordon Head Recreation Centre that have a significant impact on access for all ages and abilities. As the
population ages, ensuring accessibility will be an increasingly important part of good service delivery.
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Draft Recommendations
Service Delivery

COMMUNITY CENTRE
APPROACH

Embrace the philosophical shift from
"recreation centres" to "community
centres", which better reflects the
wide range of programs, services,
activities and experiences offered
and recognizes Saanich Recreation
as the heart of the community. This
also establishes support for strategic
co-location of facilities and services.

The "community centre" approach
better reflects the current experience
at Saanich Recreation facilities, current
best practices, and the desires of the
community. G.R.Pearkes Recreation
Centre is an example of how this model is
already happening in Saanich, as it is colocated with a public library and childcare
operated by Saanich Neighbourhood
Place. A key component of a community
centre is a welcoming lobby space. Key
co-location opportunities to consider
include health services, libraries,
childcare, and space for community
organizations who provide programs and
services that support community health
and well-being.

EVALUATION FRAMEWORK

Establish a framework for evaluation of programs, services,
activities, and experiences.

Previous planning work identified "core business" areas to provide
direction to staff and help in decision-making. However, a more
flexible approach is needed in order to keep Saanich moving forward,
adapting to trends, being agile, and enabling creative thinking. A
set of community benefits and desired outcomes would also help
make those things explicit and apparent while identifying areas for
improvement. It also allows for opportunism.

KEY REVENUE GENERATORS

Identify key revenue generators that can help balance out
anticipated revenue decreases.

Revenue generators are essential to enabling the District to
continue to offer a high level of recreation, health and wellness
programs and services. While some amount of revenue generation
is necessary, there is a danger of revenue generating programs
and services being prioritized over those that provide the greatest
benefits to the community. All revenue generators that impact
facility access by the public should be carefully considered in terms
of whether the financial benefits justify limiting public access. An
example is the use of the field house for trade shows. Currently
the field house is reserved for trade shows on weekends, but this
prevents use by the public for recreation, health and wellness
programs and activities. "Key revenue generators" would be defined
as those that contribute to the financial sustainability of Saanich
Recreation, but also provide significant community benefits.

TRACK PROGRESS AND TRENDS

Improve tracking of participation trends and establish a set of metrics to track progress toward community
benefits and outcomes.

A full-scale assessment of recreation programs, services, activities, experiences, and facilities is too cumbersome to
do on a regular basis. By choosing a set of key metrics that are tied to desired community benefits and outcomes,
Saanich Recreation can efficiently track its achievements. (Examples could include participation rates of youth,
participation equity by gender, linking in with Island Health community health metrics, linking in with School District
metrics, etc.).
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LIVE CALENDAR

Develop and pilot a "live calendar" for program spaces, starting with those that are under the greatest
pressure (examples: ice areas, ceramics studio). Based on effectivenes and feedback, expand to
integrate program space information for all recreation centres.

A "live calendar" would provide an opportunity to improve the utilization of spaces by showing available
times, showing cancellations, and potentially enabling users to offer space sharing. The system could also
provide customers with customizable notifications. Implementing this system for the ice arenas would be
a high priority to help address ice allocation and access in the short-term. Ensure there are clear policies
regarding reservations/bookings and the cut-off for refunds and cancellations.

REGIONAL STAFFING
STRATEGY

Explore the possibility of a
regional recreation staffing
strategy.

Program instructors, life guards,
and other part-time or seasonal
staff are often working at multiple
recreation centres in the region
in order to make a living. It is also
difficult to fill staff positions for
before/after school care, pro-D days
and evening/weekend shifts. There
may be opportunities to partner
with other recreation providers
in the region to help make this
situation more sustainable for
both staff and local recreation
providers, but this initiative would
need Saanich to take a leadership
role and to be a strong champion.

VOLUNTEER SUPPORT

Expand support for volunteers and volunteer organizations.

The trend in volunteerism is shifting rapidly from long-term
volunteering toward short-term, discrete volunteer opportunities
that do not require significant or long-term commitments.
Community organizations are increasingly struggling to find
volunteers to fill board positions and keep up with administrative
tasks, communication and technology trends. Burn-out of those
strong community leaders is a significant risk that can result in
loss of valuable recreation, health and wellness services in the
community. Increasing support for community organizations
is a way that Saanich can help maintain, and possibly even
increase, the programs, activities and experiences available
to the community without substantial increased resources.
Adding more staff time for volunteer coordination and support
is recommended. This is also linked to the Service Delivery
recommendation on partnership development.
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Draft Recommendations
Service Delivery

PARTNERSHIP DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

Develop a strategy for partnership development and incorporate time into staff work plans.

Determine key partners, assign staff liasons or working groups, establish a framework and schedule for
regular discussions, identify potential partnership opportunities, set priorities and establish agreements
for implementation. Monitor and ensure partnerships remain fresh and mutually beneficial and bring value
and benefits to the community that couldn't be provided by Saanich alone.

STAFF TIME OPTIMIZATION

Continue to seek ways to make the highest and best
use of staff time and skills.

Recreation programmers and recreation facility
managers have seen the volume of administrative tasks
increase dramatically over the last 5-10 years. Identifying
ways to reduce, streamline, consolidate and manage this
volume will enable staff to redirect their efforts toward
those activities that make good use of their skills and
training, increasing productivity. The District should
also facilitate staff to pursue training during down
times that will improve resilience and flexibility during
peak demand. An example is training for working with
children and youth or those with physical disabilities.
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PEAK DEMAND

Implement strategies to address
peak demand during "prime time"
hours.

Adjust fees and charges to reflect
demand, as is already used to manage
demand for ice time. Pricing models can
either raise rates during peak times or
decrease rates during off-peak hours.
Pricing concepts from other sectors
include things like happy hours, twofor-one deals, or group pricing. Pricing
tiers can also be more complex than
just prime vs. non-prime time with the
inclusion of a super-prime time slots
and laddered pricing based on the use
by for-profit or non-profit entitites.
When condsidering rate changes,
accommodations need to be made to
keep access fair and affordable. Actively
pursue partnerships with the School
Districts for use of facilities during
evenings and weekends, keeping in
mind operational and staff impacts, as
well as whether users will be well-served
at off-site locations (i.e. Who are you
asking to go to other facilities? Are there
associated services needed that won't
be available at the off-site location?).
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Draft Recommendations
Price

COMPETITIVE RATES

Continue to monitor fees and charges to ensure that Saanich rates are competitive and keep up
with regional facility trends.

Saanich needs to balance cost recovery goals with affordability goals. Saanich needs to stay competitive
within the regional context, but also does not want to have fees so low that participants from other
jurisdictions overwhelm the facility capacity.

AFFORDABILITY

Improve affordability by working with regional
partners to ensure the sustainability of the L.I.F.E.
program and find ways to expand it. Establish a
means-testing strategy for all financial assistance
and discount programs.

Although most responses to the telephone survey
indicated that cost was not a barrier, affordability
was a significant concern for many user groups
and community members. The L.I.F.E. program has
not grown substantially over the last 10 years, and
actually had a drop in the total dollars spent between
2011 to 2012. Overall, financial assistance needs
will likely increase as the population ages. A meanstesting strategy would focus discounts on those with
financial needs rather than a broad discount based
solely on age.
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COMMUNITY AMENITY
CONTRIBUTIONS

Consider implementation of CACs
to support increased demands on
recreation services.

CACs can be used to provide funding
for increasing services that will face
more demand due to development and
densification. It should be noted that
CACs are a negotiation tool only. This
approach would need to be considered
by the District holistically in terms of
this and other services.
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Next Steps
The next steps in the project process are to refine and finalize the recommendations,
establish priorities, outline roles and responsibilities, and develop supporting
materials needed for implementation over the next 10 years.
The District is seeking additional feedback from the public to ensure that the issues
and needs of the community have been addressed and that the strategic directions
and recommendations reflect the community’s values and vision for the future.
Additional community engagement activities will be taking place in February 2019
to gather feedback on the draft recommendations in this report, including:
• Online Survey
• 2 Public Open Houses
• Interactive Displays
For more details on opportunities to have your say, please see the District’s website.
The Final Report will be completed and presented for consideration to District Council
in Spring 2019.
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